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Abstract 
Even though eNCE and its subclasses have been studied intensively, their inclusion relations 
are not completely known. This paper proves some unknown relations among eNCE families 
of graph languages which yield, together with other known relations, a solid hierarchy of graph 
languages that completely determines equivalence, proper inclusion, and incomparability among 
NLC, NCE, eNLC, eNCE and their boundary, linear and apex subclasses. The bottom level of 
this hierarchy (i.e., Lin-A-NLC) contains an NP-complete graph language. 
1. Introduction 
Many graph grammar models are based on node replacement, as started in node-label- 
controlled (NLC) grammars of Janssens and Rozenberg [lo]. They replace a single node 
by a graph in a derivation step and embedding of the introduced graph (daughter graph) 
into the existing graph (host graph) is based on various local informations available 
from the daughter graph and the neighborhood of the replaced node in the host graph. 
For example, the embedding of an NLC grammar is based only on the labels of nodes 
in the daughter graph and of the neighbors of the replaced node. Despite their simple 
rewriting mechanism, NLC grammars are descriptively very powerful; there exists an 
NLC grammar generating a PSPACE-complete language. 
Much studied subclasses of NLC grammars with improved properties (such as 
better membership complexity, decidability results, or confluence) include boundary 
NLC (B-NLC) grammars [16] in which no two nonterminal nodes are allowed to be 
adjacent in any sentential form, linear NLC (Lin-NLC) grammars [2,3] whose sen- 
tential forms contain at most one nonterminal node, and apex NLC (A-NLC) gram- 
mars [6] in which the embedding mechanism can establish edges between terminal, 
nodes only. Important extensions of NLC grammars include NCE grammars (NLC 
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with neighborhood-controlled embedding) [ 121 in which the embedding mechanism 
makes use of the identity (rather than the label) of the nodes in the right-hand sides 
of productions, eNLC grammars (“e” for dynamic “edge” relabeling) [ 131 in which 
edge labels are also used and can change dynamically in the embedding process, 
and eNCE grammars [4, 71 which combine the NCE and dynamic edge relabeling 
features. Restrictions of NLC grammars can be easily extended to these 
grammars. 
Even though a great deal of results are known for eNCE families of graph grammars 
(the grammars introduced above), inclusion relations among their languages are not 
completely known. For example, it is known that NLC = NCE [ 121 and Lin-NLC C 
Lin-NCE [3], but whether or not B-NLC LB-NCE is unknown. It is not known either, 
e.g., whether or not Lin-NCE or A-NCE is a subclass of B-NLC. The present paper 
fills this gap by proving some unknown relations, such as Lin-A-NCE-B-NLC # @ and 
eNLC = eNCE (which holds also for subclasses of eNLC and eNCE), in order to come 
up with a solid hierarchy that completely determines equivalence, proper inclusion, and 
incomparability among eNCE families of graph languages. It is also observed that even 
the bottom level of this hierarchy is hard to handle: there exists a Lin-A-NLC graph 
language which is NP-complete. 
2. Definitions 
In this section, we define the graph grammars introduced briefly in Section 1 and 
considered in this paper. The reader is assumed to be familiar with formal language 
theory and complexity theory [9]. For a set A, its cardinality is denoted by #A. The 
empty set is denoted by 0. 
We consider undirected node-labeled (and optionally edge-labeled) graphs without 
loops. Let 1 be an alphabet (of node labels). A gruph ouer C is a system H = (V,& c$), 
where V is a finite set of nodes, E is a finite set of edges (unordered pairs of nodes), 
and 4 : V --f C is a node-lubeling function. Let r be an alphabet (of edge labels). 
A gruph o~‘er 1 und r is an extension of a graph over Z with its edges labeled by 
symbols from r; an edge has the form (G, 7, w) or equivalently (w, 7, c), where u, w E V, 
c # w, and y E r. For convenience, the three components of a graph H are denoted by 
V,, EH and 4~. The set of all graphs over C (and r) is denoted by GRz (GRz,r); 
a graph kmguuge is any of its subsets. 
Let H be a graph. For an edge of H, its two nodes are neighbors (or adjacent). 
For a node r in H, the degree of u is the number of neighbors of 2; in H. A sequence 
p = (C,,Q,.. . , L),,), r 22, of nodes in V$ is a puth between vi and z’~ if Ui and ci+i 
are neighbors for all iE{1,2,...,r- I}. If p is a path, ~33, and ci = r,, then it is 
a cycle. H is connected if there is a path between each pair of its nodes. H is a tree 
if it is a connected graph without any cycle. H is a chain if it is a tree which is in 
fact a path. H is the empty graph, denoted by A, if I$, = 0. 
Fig. I. A production rule of an cNCF grammar 
Definition 2.1. An eNCE gucunrm~r is a system G = (Z, d. r. Q. P, S), where Z is an 
alphabet of rzork luhels, A C 1 is an alphabet of ttwnimrl no& hhe1.s (the symbols 
in C - A are nontrrrnirzal no& Iuhels), r is an alphabet of P&JL~(> I~~hc~1.s. R c r is an 
alphabet of tcwlinul rdc~e hh~k (the symbols in r - SI are nontrrminrr~ ~(JC khc~~.s), 
SE :I - A is the initial nonteminal, and P is a finite set of productions of the form 
(.4,X I/I) such that A E C - A (the kft-hcml side). X E CR-, r (the right-hurl side). and 
Ic/ C C:, x r x r x 1 (the mdmk~ing relation). 
Consider a production (,4,X, $) of G, such that I+ = {,Y. J’.z, IV}, E,r = {(I, /I, J‘). 
(.y. ;‘. z). (~3, ;I.-_), (2, /1, II>)}, 4.~ (s) = a, (px (,r)) = 17, q5~ (z) = n. 4,~ (rv) = H. and IC, = 
{ (_I-. ;‘. 11, rr). (J,, /L, p. 6)). Such a production can be described by a diagram as shown 
in Fig. I. The symbol in the left upper corner of the big box represents the left-hand 
side. the graph located inside the big box represents the right-hand side, and the two 
edges crossing the big box represent the embedding relation. When this production is 
applied to a graph H, G does the following in one derivation step: (I) remove a node 
of H. say 13. labeled by A and all its incident edges. (2) add X into the resulting graph 
by creating a new edge labeled by ~1 between .Y (J.) and each former neighbor 1.’ of I’ 
such1 that c/),,(P’) = n and (r’,;1, P) E El, (C/I!, (1”) = h and (r’,/r. 1.) t El, ). 
and (3) rename the nodes of X added in (2) so that each node can be uniquely 
identified. This example should convince the reader how an eNC’E grammar 
works; refer to [7] for a more rigorous definition of the eNCE derivation 
step. 
Let 3 denote the relation for a single derivation step and let +* denote the transitive 
reflexive closure of +. A graph H E CR 2,~ such that 5’ +* H is called a .wntcwtiul 
,fhw~ of G. (Here, the symbol S means a node labeled by S.) The lm~~~uxqc grrwr.utcd 
h.19 (7 is t(G) = {H EGR~,Q JS J* ff}. 
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Definition 2.2. An eNLC grammar is an eNCE grammar G such that its embedding 
relation does not distinguish nodes labeled by the same symbol in the right-hand side 
of each production. Thus, if (A,X, $) is a production of G, then $ C C x r x r x C. 
Definition 2.3. An NCE grammur is an eNCE grammar G such that #r = #Q = 1. 
Thus, G does not use edge labels. G is simply written as G = (C, d, P,S), and if 
(A,X, t,h) is a production of G, then $ C & x 1. 
Definition 2.4. An NLC grammar is an NCE grammar G such that its embedding 
relation does not distinguish nodes labeled by the same symbol in the right-hand side 
of each production. Thus, if (A,X, t,h) is a production of G, then $ C C x C. 
Definition 2.5. A graph grammar G is a houndury grammzar if nonterminal nodes 
are not adjacent in the right-hand side of each production (or equivalently in each 
of its sentential forms). G is a linear grammar if the right-hand side of each pro- 
duction contains at most one nonterminal node. G is an upex grclmmur if the em- 
bedding relation establishes connection between terminal nodes only. The boundary, 
linear or apex grammar is denoted by prefixing B, Lin or A to its name defined in 
Definitions 2.1-2.4. 
Observe that the production in Fig. 1 is a Lin-A-eNCE production. (B is a nonter- 
minal label and a, b are terminal labels.) It is not an eNLC production since the two 
a-labeled nodes in the right-hand side are connected differently to outside nodes. If all 
edge labels in Fig. 1 are relabeled by the same label or if they are simply removed, 
the resulting production is a Lin-A-NCE, but not an NLC, production. On the other 
hand, if the b-labeled node in the right-hand side is relabeled by A, such a production 
is a B-eNCE, but not Lin-eNCE or A-eNCE, production. 
3. NCE versus eNLC 
Among the four basic classes of node replacement graph grammars introduced in 
Section 2 (i.e., the NLC, NCE, eNLC and eNCE grammars), NLC and eNCE grammars 
and their restrictions have been particularly studied intensively and their relations are 
relatively well known. In this section, we shall take a close look at the NCE and eNLC 
grammars and prove some unknown relations. 
For each grammar type X, let us denote the class of graph languages generated 
by X grammars simply by X. Then, clearly NLC C NCE (or eNLC) C eNCE, and 
this relation holds for their subclasses. Observe also that Lin-A-NLC (I Lin-NLC (or 
A-NLC) C B-NLC 2 NLC (A-NLC C B-NLC since adjacency between nonterminal 
nodes in an A-NLC grammar is irrelevant, and so, can be simply removed [4]), and 
this relation holds for NCE, eNLC and eNCE. 
Our first consideration is to observe equivalence of some of these classes, thereby 
simplifying our further comparisons. The following equivalence was proved in [ 121. 
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Theorem 3.1. NLC = NCE. 
Theorem 3.2. rNLC = rNCE and this relation holds also ,fiw their houndur~s. linruv. 
cp.~, und linrar upe.\- subclussrs. 
Proof. It was shown in [7] that eNCE and its subclasses are closed under node re- 
labeling. (Node relabeling of a graph language is to relabel node labels of its graphs 
by a mapping.) One can observe that the proof of this closure result uses the power 
of dynamic edge relabeling only, not the NCE feature. Thus, the technique used there 
works for eNLC and its subclasses as well with a minor modification: simply replace 
the node identity by the node label in the embedding relation. 
Now, the technique used to show NLC = NCE works for eNLC and its subclasses, 
again by a slight modification. To see this, let G = (2, d, r. Q2, P, S) be an arbitrary 
eNCE grammar. Assume without loss of generality that the label S does not appear in 
the right-hand side of any production. Construct G = (2. d, r. Q. p, S), where 
C={S}u{(~~(t’),c)lc~V~ for some (A.X.$)EP}; 
/i= {(,J,EZ-{s}/aEd}; 
and, for each production (.4,X, $) in P, p contains all productions of the form ( A,,?‘, tj) 
such that: 
(1) k = S if A = S, and j is any (A, c) in J? if A f S; 
(2) .f is obtained from X by relabeling the label 4,~ (1’) of each node I‘ in X by 
($~(t~), Lo); and 
(3’) IJ = {((~~(~),~‘),;‘,~1,(a,o’))I(u,~,~,a)~~ and (a,r’)~C}. 
It is straightforward to see that G is an eNLC grammar and L(G) = v(L( G)), where 
Y : ,j + A is the relabeling function such that ~(a, c) = a for all (a, 2;) E ,i. As eNLC 
is closed under node relabeling, there certainly exists an eNLC grammar generating 
r(L( G)). Unlike the proof for NLC = NCE in [ 121, terminal nodes in the right-hand 
sides of the productions of G remain as terminal in G. Therefore, this simulation works 
for all subclasses of eNCE. 0 
T‘he proof of Theorem 3.2 does not w-ork for B-NLC versus B-NCE since these 
classes are not closed under node relabeling [7, 171. In fact. the NCE feature adds 
significant description power to B-NLC and its subclasses; see Theorem 3.5. This power 
is subsumed by the power of dynamic edge relabeling in eNCE and its subclasses, as 
can be observed in Theorem 3.2. 
Note that NCE grammars generate node-labeled graphs only, while eNCE gram- 
mars generate node- and edge-labeled graphs. Therefore, it is clear that NCE CeNCE. 
However, stronger separation results are known. To state these results, let er NCE 
(= er NLC) denote the family of eNCE languages containing node-labeled graphs only. 
The separation result stated in Theorem 3.3 below. showing the power of dynamic edge 
relabeling, is implicitly contained in [7]; see Example 3. (The separation results for 
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NCE, B-NCE and Lin-NCE in Corollary 3.4 are also stated in [7, Theorem 381.) We 
shall prove a similar relation showing the power of NCE feature, in Theorem 3.5. Note 
that this is the strongest such separation result because of the relations in Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. Lin-A-qNLC-NCE # 8. 
Corollary 3.4. NCE C elNCE und, for each X E {B, Lin, A, Lin-A}, X-NCE & 
X-e, NCE. 
Theorem 3.5. Lin-A-NCE-B-NLC # 0. 
Proof. Let G = (C, A,P,S) be the Lin-A-NCE grammar such that C = {$A, *}, 
A = {*}, and P consists of the three productions shown in Fig. 2(a). G generates 
the set of all graphs of the form in Fig. 2(b). Let L = L(G). We show that L is not 
generated by any B-NLC grammar. 
Assume to the contrary that there exists a B-NLC grammar G = (2, A,P, 3) such 
that L(G) = L. We can assume that G has no production whose right-hand side is 
n [ 161. Suppose that H is any sentential form of G such that #I$> 2 and x is a 
nonterminal node in H. Let neighH(x) denote the set of (terminal) nodes adjacent to x 
in H. It must be that neigh”(x) # 0 since, otherwise, the graph generated from x 
(which is nonempty) would be disconnected from the partially generated graph in H. 
Furthermore, as #A = 1, each node generated from x is connected either to all nodes 
in neighH(x) or to none of them. This means that, in fact, 1 < #neighH(x) < 4 since, 
otherwise, some terminal node generated from x would be connected to at least five 
nodes, a contradiction to the fact that every graph in L is of degree at most four. 
As G is a B-NLC grammar, nonterminal nodes in a sentential form do not affect 
each other’s further derivation. By a standard pumping argument as used, e.g., in [3], 
there exist X E 2 - A and I, J, K E GRf such that: 
(1) 3 =+* I, where I contains exactly one nonterminal node, labeled by X, and at 
least one terminal node; 
(2) X J* J, where J also contains exactly one nonterminal node, labeled by the 
same label X, and at least one terminal node; and 
(3) X J* K, where K contains terminal nodes only. 
For each i & 1, let D, be the derivation obtained by applying (1) first, (2) as many as 
i times, and then (3). 
Let r be a sufficiently large integer and consider the derivation DC. Suppose that DC 
is represented by 
3 J* Ho =+* H, J* . . . J* Ht +* H, 
where Ho = I, Hi (1 <i< 0 is the sentential form obtained right after applying i 
copies of (2) and H is the terminal graph obtained after applying (3). The unique 
nonterminal node in H, (0 <i 6 0 is denoted by xi and the copy of J in H; ( 1 did <) 
is denoted by fi,. 
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Fig. The productions of G and a typical graph generated by G 
We shall first observe that neighH,(x;) = neighR,((x,) for all i E {1,2,. . . 0. It is 
sufficient to prove that neighH,(xt ) = neighR,(xl ). Suppose to the contrary that this is 
not ihe case. Then, neighH,(xa) n neigh,,,(xl) # 0, and this implies that neighH,(xo) 2 
neighH, (XI ). It must be that neigh,, (XI ) = 8 since, otherwise, #neighH,(q) >, 5. There- 
fore. in HI, there exists a terminal node from HI which is adjacent to all nodes from 
neighH,)(xo). However, this implies that, in H5, each node in neighH,)(xo) is adjacent to 
at least five terminal nodes, a contradiction. It follows that neighH,(x;) = neigh,-, (x, ), 
I <i<<. 
Let yo be any node in neighjf,(xa). There certainly is a path between yo and x1 in 
HI. Consider a shortest such path, say (ya,zt,xt), where nt = (ytl,yl~.,....~~l~). Then 
k 3 I and yt; E V,, for all i. Furthermore, ,YI~ is the only node in this path which is 
in neighH, (XI ). For i 32, let 7~ = (.v,, , ~9,. , J;A ) be the path in p,,, whose nodes 
are copies of the nodes in 711. It is easy to observe that 71 = (yo, TII, ~2.. ,n;) is 
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Fig. 3. The graph H and a possible embedding of n. 
a shortest path between yo and y;;k in H. Let us rename the nodes in 7c as follows: 
n = (~0, y,, ~2,. .). We shall consider all possible matchings of the nodes in n with 
the nodes in H. For this, we name the nodes of H as shown in Fig. 3. We have two 
cases: yo = ~0 or ya = ui for some i > 0. 
Case 1: yo = UO. If y, = uo then y2 is adjacent to yo, a contradiction to the fact 
that 7~ is a shortest path in H. Therefore, y, is either U, or v,, and certainly y2 # CO. 
By an inductive argument, each yi is either ui or vi. A possible embedding of 71 into 
H is shown by thick lines in Fig. 3. For each i>O, if y; = u; (vi) then its mute is 
ri (ui) and is denoted by Ji. 
Suppose that k is an odd number. As yk, Jk are neighbors in H and yk (= y,k) 4 
neighH>(xz ), jk is in HZ. It must be that jjk E I&! - V& since j$ is adjacent to both 
yk and yk_, in H; otherwise, y&l E neighH, (x, ), a contradiction. Now, as jjk+, , Jk 
are neighbors in H and yk $. neighH?(xz), jjk+, is in H2. Suppose, to the contrary, that 
Yk+, E I&, - I$,:. Then, j$+, E neighH,(x,) since Jk+, and yk+, are neighbors in H. As 
Ykf2 and .ik+, are neighbors in H, ykf2 is in &. When yk+2 is connected to jjk+,, it is 
also connected to yk since both yk and jk+, are in neighH,(x,). This is a contradiction, 
since y&2 and yk are not neighbors in H. Therefore, yk+, E V&. As vk and Jk+, are 
neighbors in H, it follows, from ,i$ E V,, - VnJ and Jk+, E VP,, -that jjk E neighH, (XI). 
However, this means that yk+, and jjk are neighbors in H, a contradiction. 
Now, let k be an even number. Then, k >2. We are interested in y,, ~2, and their 
mates. By an argument similar to the one given above, it is easy to see that jj,, jj2 are 
in H2 but not in &. We shall observe that they are in fact in @, . (In other words, 
y,, ~2, 3, and j$ are generated strictly later than ~0.) First, if J2 is not in H,, then 
it must be in neighH, (x, ) since J2, y2 are neighbors in H. This implies that y,, j2 
are neighbors in H, a contradiction. Therefore, jj2 is in &, . Now, if J, is not in fi,, 
then it is in neigh,, (x,) since v,, y, are neighbors in H. This means that, when j2 in 
fi, is connected to A, it is also connected to ya, a contradiction again. So, J, is also 
in fi,. It follows that y,, ~2, v, and & are all in fi,. 
We consider now the order of the derivation steps generating y,, ~2, 3, and y2. 
We shall first observe that no two nodes of them are generated in the same derivation 
step. It is easy to see that each pair of nodes from {y,, j, } x { ~2, J2} are generated 
in distinct derivation steps; otherwise, either y2 or jJ2 would be adjacent to yo in H. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that y, and J, are generated in the same derivation step. 
If y2 is generated earlier than these two nodes, then both yz and yo must be in the 
neighborhood of some nonterminal node generating y, when y2 is generated. However, 
this means that, when both y, and J, are connected to yo, jj, is connected to y2 also, 
a contradiction. Therefore, ~‘2 is generated later than ~1 and 7,. By a similar observa- 
tion, _& is also generated later than >‘I and _, Consider the sentential form Z in D& 
which is obtained right after ~1, 7, are generated. There is no nonterminal node which 
is adjacent to both ~‘1 and _F, and generates .~2 or j_ ? in the future. Therefore, Z contains 
two nonterminal nodes, say zl and 21, such that :I ( ?I ) is adjacent to ~‘1 (_F, ) but not 
to ?;, (~‘1 ) and generates ~2 (,i2) later. However, :I and zr are not adjacent in Z since 
G is a boundary grammar, and so, ~1 and T2 cannot be adjacent in ff, a contradiction. 
It remains to show that ~‘1 and .il are not generated in the same derivation step either. 
Assume the contrary. As ~‘1 and & (7, and ~1) are not neighbors in H, .I‘~ or T, 
cannot be generated earlier than ~‘2 and _. Therefore, ~‘1 and j, are generated strictly 
later than ~‘2 and &. When ~9 and _& are generated at the same time, there must bc 
a nonterminal node, say ~2, which is adjacent to both ~‘2 and _VO and generates ~‘1 later. 
Similarly, there must be a nonterminal node, say Z?, which is adjacent to both Tz and 
~‘(1 and generates y, later. Clearly z? # 12 and z:, -2 are not adjacent. This means that 
1x1 and .P, are not adjacent in H, a contradiction again. It follows that ~‘1, ~‘2. F, and 
y1 are generated in distinct derivation steps. 
Wc consider all possible permutations of the derivation sequences for ~‘1. _I*?, 7, and 
Jz, classified according to the order in which they are generated. We need only consider 
the cases where ~‘1 or ~‘2 is generated first since the other two cases arc their dual 
cases. Suppose that ~‘1 is the first. When _I‘) is generated, there must be a nonterminal 
node, say 2, which is adjacent to both _J‘~ and ~‘0 and generates !;, later. In fact, I 
generates ._ also since, otherwise, _F2 cannot be adjacent to y,, and this implies in turn 
that :: generates ~‘2 also since ~‘2, _& are adjacent in H. When _I’? is generated and 
connected to ~‘1, it will also be connected to ~‘0, a contradiction. Now. suppose that ~‘2 
is generated first. When _VZ is generated, a nontemrinal node which generates .\‘I in a 
future derivation step must be adjacent to both ~2 and J’,). This nonterminal node must 
also generate 7, since ~1, J, are adjacent in H. However. when F, is gencrdted and 
connected to _I‘[). it will also be connected to _I’?, a contradiction again. This completes 
the proof of Case I. 
Cirsc 2: ~~~~ = U, for some i > 0. Assume that i is an odd number and observe that 
the following proof works as well when i is even. If >‘I t {II,_ 1, I’,_ I}, this is a cast 
identical to Case I. So, yt is either r, or ~,+t. Suppose that ~‘1 = t’,. Then, ~‘2 = I‘, _ / 
If li is an odd number, then consideration of Jjk and T3k+, , instead of _Fk and TL , . as 
in Cast I. k odd, leads to a contradiction. (In the other hand, if li is an even number. 
then consideration of _yk+t, ~9~2, and their mates, instead of ~‘1. ~32, and their mates. as 
in Case 1. li even, leads to a contradiction. Now, consider the case where ~‘1 = II,. j 
It is easy to observe that, if k is an odd (even) number. then this reduces to the case 
where 1.1 = I’, and k is odd (even). II 
Corollary 3.6. For. rach X E (B, Lbz, A, Lbz-A}. X-NLC‘ C X-NC’E. 
Note that the separation of Lin-NLC and Lin-NCE stated in Corollary 3.6 is impli- 
citly contained in [3]. Namely, it was shown there that there exists a Lin-NCE language 
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which is not generated by any nonterminal-bounded NLC (NB-NLC) grammar (in 
which each sentential form contains a bounded number of nonterminal nodes). Clearly, 
every Lin-NLC grammar is an NB-NLC grammar (and, in fact, Lin-NLC CNB-NLC, 
as proved in the same reference). The separation of A-NLC and A-NCE is contained 
in [6] for their directed versions, i.e., A-dNLC & A-dNCE. 
4. A hierarchy 
Our goal in this section is to build a hierarchy of eNCE families of graph languages 
by using the relations observed in Section 3 and other relations known in the literature, 
some of them implicitly. 
A number of separation results for eNCE graph languages were given in [7]. In 
particular, the separation results in the following theorem are stated in p. 318 and 
p. 320. 
Theorem 4.1. B-eNCE & eNCE. Lin-eNCE and A-eNCE are incomparable, and so, 
they are properly included in B-eNCE. 
Theorem 4.2. NLC und B-eNCE ure incomparable, and so, B-NCE c NLC. 
Proof. A result implicitly contained in [7], which follows from the discussion of 
B-eNCE C_ eNCE, is that NLC - B-eNCE # 8. As it is clear that B-eNCE - NLC # 0 
(in fact, B-elNCE - NLC # 8 by Theorem 3.3), the theorem follows. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Lin-NLC-A-eNCE # 0 and A-NLC-Lin-eNCE # 0. 
Proof. A close look at the proof of the incomparability result in Theorem 4.1 shows 
that, in fact, A-NLC-Lin-eNCE # 8. The other separation result is contained implicitly 
in [4, p. 1101. 0 
Corollary 4.4. Lin-A-NLC is properly included in Lin-NLC and A-NLC, which in 
turn are properly included in B-NLC. The sume relations hold for B-NCE subclasses. 
Note that the separation of Lin-NLC and B-NLC stated in Corollary 4.4 is contained 
implicitly in [3]. Particularly, it was shown there that there is an NB-NLC grammar 
G such that L(G) 6 Lin-NCE. In fact, G is an NB-A-NLC grammar, and so, certainly 
a B-NLC grammar. Therefore, B-NLC-Lin-NCE # 0, and so, Lin-NLC G B-NLC. 
Theorem 4.5. The proper inclusion relations indicated by arrows in Fig. 4 are true. 
Any two classes not related by a chain of arrows in this jigure are incomparable. 
Proof. The proper inclusions follow from Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and Corollaries 3.4, 3.6 
and 4.4. (Theorem 4.1 implies that Lin-A-eNCE is properly included in Lin-eNCE and 
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Fig. 4. A hierarchy of eKCE families of graph languages 
A-eNCE.) It is not difficult to observe that Theorems 3.3, 3.5, 4.2 and 4.3 settle all 
incomparability relations in Fig. 4. q 
Note that NLC = NCE and eNLC = eNCE, which holds also for subclasses of 
eNLC and eNCE, as observed in Section 3. The later equivalences are not indicated 
in Fig. 4. 
It is known that eNCE C PSPACE and B-eNCE C NP [7]. Furthermore, it is 
implicitly known [ 11, Theorem 91 that there exists a PSPACE-complete NLC language. 
Thus., the top two classes of the hierarchy in Fig. 4 characterize PSPACE languages. On 
the other hand, NP-completeness has been stated frequently for linear graph languages 
[ 1, 2., 4, 141. Now, this lower bound extends to the bottom level of our hierarchy. 
Theorem 4.6. Tlwrr exists a Lin-A-NLC lunguugr vhich is NP-complrtc~. 
Proof. In [15, Theorem 2.41, a grammar generating an NP-complete graph language 
(a set of component-unbounded forests of chains) was constructed. This grammar was 
stated as a B-NLC grammar there, but it is in fact a Lin-A-NLC grammar. CI! 
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5. Discussion 
Having obtained a hierarchy such as the one constructed in Section 4 and its lower 
bound as stated in Theorem 4.6, a natural question is how the membership complexity 
varies when certain graph-theoretical restrictions are imposed uniformly to all classes 
in the hierarchy. This is the so-called squeezing mechanism and has been examined 
extensively, see, e.g., [ 1, 4, 14, 171. However, such studies have been mostly limited to 
boundary and linear classes. Consideration of other classes in the hierarchy may pro- 
vide a better classification of the membership complexity of node replacement graph 
languages. An alternative approach to achieve better membership complexity is to im- 
pose further structural restrictions to the grammars. However, this does not seem to be 
very promising since Lin-A-NLC grammars are already very simple and still describe 
NP-complete languages. Squeezing can reduce membership complexity for even larger 
classes such as boundary classes, as shown, e.g., in [5, 161. (There are negative results 
for squeezed graph languages also; see [14, Theorem 5.21.) 
The paper considered eNCE families of graph grammars, which generate undirected 
graphs. There are eNCE variations generating directed graphs, i.e., edNCE and its 
subclasses that can be defined in parallel to subclasses of eNCE (see, e.g., [I, 2, 6, 
81). It is not difficult to see that the results observed in this paper hold for directed 
graph languages as well. In fact, some of such results are explicitly contained in the 
literature (see, e.g., [6]) and others can be easily observed in the proofs for undirected 
cases. This exercise is left to the reader. 
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